Our Signature collection of contemporary yet classic furniture has
been designed specifically for the discerning executive and sets
the standard that others can only dream of. The Signature range
looks stunning in any office setting and makes a clear statement
of quality and craftmanship.

Bryan Daisy
Frem Group CEO

BRAND STORY

Our Signature collection of premium executive office furniture represents luxury and
craftsmanship at its best. Hand-crafted complementary timeless pieces, have been
designed to flow through your offices, impressing all with their bold statements.
Inspired by a retro style, the renaissance of wood furniture and our passion to move
away from the ordinary, our designers have incorporated beautiful embellished
metal inlays that contrast seamlessly with the natural wood veneer.
Signature furniture is homely, yet striking and modern. Each piece encapsulates
the success of your company and your values; quality, trust, attention to detail,
the interesting and unique. We believe the Signature collection will empower
and inspire teams, and encourage greater collaboration and leadership.

MEETING
TA B L E S

Featuring a distinctive design that incorporates sleek, contemporary simplicity,
our Signature meeting tables promise to impress. With a hand-crafted premium
feel, these eye-catching pieces offer style as well as durability, making them a
perfect option for client and board meetings.
The stunning meeting tables come with a 26mm thick veneer top and a square or
reverse chamfer edge profile, tapered solid wood splayed legs, and an attractive
metal detail as standard. A variety of optional extras such as integrated power
and cable management are also available. The meeting tables come in a range
of real wood veneers with a selection of metal inlays. Choose from rectangular,
square, barrel or circular shapes – or let our designers create something
unique to match to your own space.

EXECUTIVE
DESKS

The Signature executive desk features a unique yet stylish design that inspires
creativity and represents success. With a modern take on executive office
furniture it is a statement piece for the executive who demands the very best.
The executive desk is a timeless, impressive and inspirational piece for the
premium office environment. It is available in left or right hand configurations,
with solid wood splayed legs, integrated storage and locking options. Choose
from square or reverse chamfer edge profiles, a range of metal inlays, and
additional features such as cable management and modesty panels.

STORAGE

Complementary Signature storage is more than just functional furniture, with
tapered solid wood legs, luxurious veneer sides, tops and doors, these are
standout pieces that will eventually become modern day classics.

CREDENZA
Crossing the style boundaries between home and office furniture, our exquisite
credenzas offer a choice of veneer, stone and marble tops, creating distinctive
designs that look fantastic anywhere. With a simple and elegant stature, and
clean lines, use the Signature credenzas with a choice of interchangeable
shelves and filers, push to open drawers and doors and a fridge.

F I L E R A N D TA L L S T O R AG E
Signature filer and tall storage units are perfect for those seeking a
complete and matching suite of stunning office furniture. These items
feature sleek push to open drawers and doors, with beautiful solid wood
legs and wood veneers.

COFFEE
TA B L E S

Simple and functional, yet chic and contemporary, the coffee tables complete the
Signature collection. Blending a sleek modern design and inlayed metals with the
classic look and feel of wood, these eye-catching pieces encourage innovation
and inspiration in collaborative areas.
The two distinctive styles of solid wood legs, as well as the rectangular or
round shapes allow you to match your coffee table to the Signature meeting
tables or storage seamlessly. Select a real wood veneer finish to match your
existing office furniture or add in a metallic inlay for a touch of understated
luxury – and even choose a lesser known wood or metal type for something
completely different.

CRAFTED
DESIGN

Signature pieces promise to stand the test of time due to their provenance and
the utmost of care taken during the creative process. This showcase furniture
elegantly displays the highest quality craftsmanship, hand worked materials and
a respect for the natural beauty of wood.
All our furniture is made at one of our three production sites in the UK, using state of
the art machinery, good old-fashioned craftsmanship and expertise. We carefully
select high-quality raw materials and use the very best veneers, sourced from
around the world from environmentally ethical sources.
We undertake rigorous inspections at every stage of the manufacturing
process to ensure that all of our furniture meets our exacting standards,
both structurally and aesthetically. Naturally, our wood is sourced from a
trusted supply chain and suppliers who are Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) certified, guaranteeing integrity and a high-quality finish.
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Head Office:
Frem Group
Concept House
Upton Valley Way East
Northampton
NN4 9EF
United Kingdom
+44 (0)1604 756567

London Showroom:
84 Clerkenwell Road
London
EC1M 5RF
info@frem.co.uk

@frem_furniture
linkedin/company/fremgroup
instagram/fremgroup
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